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Lake George History Series - Part 2

It has been scientifically determined that Lake

George, and New Brunswick and the Maritimes for that

matter, were, a long, long time ago, once situated near

the equator. In later, though still ancient history, the

entire area and much more of North America was

covered in ice. For more information, see “The Last

Billion Years,” a geological history of the Maritime

Provinces. This newsletter article presents abbreviated

reports and essays on the history of Lake George. Work

is continuing on a complete and comprehensive history

from all sources including published historical

references, summer student reports and family

interviews.

The glacial geology of the Lake George area was first described as land

occupying a basin lined with till. The steps that followed were formation of a

depression by the weathering of the bedrock prior to the Ice Ages, the scooping out of

the weathered rock material by the glaciers of the Ice Age to form a basin, which was

then lined with till; and retreat of the glaciers, leaving a depression partly enclosed by

rock and partly enclosed by till, which caught the drainage from the surrounding area

and thereby became a lake.

The first history of New Brunswick: 1825, is the first comprehensive written

work about the province of New Brunswick. Author and New Brunswick’s first

historian Peter Fisher, describes Lake George, as one of “several fine lakes, of this,

(Prince William) parish… with “a fine settlement on its banks”. (Fisher 57) The lake

discharges its waters into the St. John, by a stream called the Poquihouk, which is an

Indian name, signifying a “dreadful place”. Obviously early visitors were not able to

appreciate the area as many of us do today.
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The establishment of a settlement on the

lake began not long after the arrival of the

Loyalists and other immigrants from Great

Britian and the United States. The Saint John

River, offered the only easy access to much of

the best farmland and timber resources in the

province.

By the early 19th century, immigrants to

the province were trekking inland to establish

their farms. The first to settle on Lake George,

were John McGeorge, (b.ca 1782) from

Gallowshire Scotland and Alexander Lawson,

(b.ca. 1795) from Dumfriesshire. They arrived in

New Brunswick, in 1817, following many weeks

of traveling the Atlantic by ship; they landed at

St. John harbour. From there they took a steamship to Fredericton, where canoes took

them upriver to an Indian trail on the south bank of the St. John River. They travelled

6 miles inland to the lake which was named Seven Mile Lake at that time. Not far from

the shore of the lake they found a spring where they decided to settle and build their

first camp. This spring still produces good water and is the water source for the Mick

Mack Trailer Club.

At one time the settlement at the lake contained two saw-mills, a flour and an

oat mill. The outlet also reveals evidence of dams which were known to exist, probably

to create a spillway to power some of the mill equipment, and also to allow for the

floating of large logs from the shoreline to the outlet. Even a casual examination of the

water in the lower part of the outlet reveals one dam of boards driven into the bottom,

and another nearer Rte 635 where a permanent blockage was created leaving only a

narrow opening. Upstream under the water can be seen several sunken logs which

obviously represent logging activity rather than sunken tree trunks. Further evidence

of the impact of the dams can be found in the berm of rocks and gravel which shows

up on much of the lake shoreline. The berms would have been pushed up by the

movement of ice in the spring.

There are countless ways to access the lake through private and public property,

but basically there are seven access roads leading to clusters or "sub-divisions" of

cottages and homes. The first area of any consequence was opened up in the 1930's

with the extension of the Donnelly Settlement Road down to the lake shore area

known as Sandy Beach. The cottage road was and is located adjacent to the shoreline

and is now called Lakeshore Road. In addition to cottages, there was also a canteen, a

dance hall and a drinkable water source at a public pump. Next shoreline to have

building lots likely was the Lake Road, or Route 636 which leads to Harvey Station.

Properties included the Ranger Station and Tool Cache established in the 1950's,

which later became the site of a Provincial Park and is now known as Lake George
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Family Campground, operated on a government lease by the non-profit Harvey

Improvement Association. Most of the shoreline cottage and home lots were originally

sold by local resident Malcolm Bell.

Ewart Hyde Lane, leading to Sunset Cove, was built in the 1950's by Mr.Hyde

who farmed on the other side of Rte 635. He built the road so cottage lots could be

sold on the road and on his lakeshore property. Included among the customers were

the original inhabitants of what is now known as the Mick Mack Trailer Park which

also owns a beachfront property on Sunset Cove open to its members. MacMurray

Road, off Route 636 and leading to Cottage Lane, was opened up in the late 1950's by

Guy MacMurray who then proceeded to develop the cottage lots north and south on

Cottage Lane as far as the Provincial Park property. Mr. MacMurray is said to have

planned his access road along the shoreline, but was convinced by a prospective buyer

to move it back. Russell Bell Lane at the southwestern end was a 1960's project

where an old sawmill was originally located. Mr. Bell and all subsequent developers

had to conform to new sub-division rules calling for larger lots to more properly

accommodate wells and septic systems. Hazen Lane, again in the southwest, was

named for its owner, farmer Hazen Cleghorn who operated his farm including a field

on the lake in the 1940's and 50's. He began selling lots in 1975 while cows still

browsed in the field. McGeorge Lane, leading to Loon Lane and Lakeside Crescent, is

a road that many people predicted could never be built. It led through a swamp to the

point of land which was part of the original James Morris grant, acquired by the

MacMurray family and sold and developed in the 1950-60's period by Floyd Murphy

and the area in question came to be known as Murphy's Island. A considerable amount

of fill and gravel was employed not only to build the main road and cottage roads but

also to fill many low areas.

Written by Fred Blair.

Fund Raising

Summer is just around the corner and what a great way to look good for

summer by wearing some of our Lake George clothing. We have the ever popular “I

Love Lake George” “T” shirts in all sizes from children’s thru to XXL in white. We

also have small to XL in grey available. Our ever popular “military” style hats in pink,

camo and beige are always a hit. Sweat shirts, coffee mugs, water jugs, license plate

holders and our depth maps are all available for sale.

We have only a few 2013 Lake George calendars left so if you would like yours

let us know.

Contact Stuart Blair at stuart@coveybasics.com or call 459-0620.
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PRESIDENTS’ REPORT by Hal Mersereau

OH that H2O

It is a bit hard to get enthused about “lake“ stuff when you are trying to stay

warm through a cold snap (those of us not in Florida) or are shoveling out after

another storm.

The LGHPI Board does function year round although meetings are less frequent

through the winter months. Throughout this newsletter, in addition to a wonderful

article on Lake George history by Fred Blair, there is an update on our committee

work, including ongoing and future projects.

Several directors recently attended the “2nd Annual N. B. Lakes Conference“.

This day long conference saw interesting and challenging presentations on topics

ranging from the intrinsic and monetary value of a healthy lake ecosystem,

cyanobacteria, invasive plant and fish species, volunteer lake monitoring programs,

data base for lake and aquatic data, to the formation of a province wide body to

represent the lake associations that exist in N. B.

It is not long ago that the formation of lake associations in N. B. , was a new

thing. This is the 5th year for the Lake George Habitat Preservation Inc. We are being

joined by many nearby lakes and some further afield, as lakes with formal groups and

a mandate to keep an eye on water quality. Many of these lakes are now involved in

what can be best called a Volunteer Water Monitoring Program, wherein base line

data on certain parameters of the lakes characteristics are measured. The LGHPI has

been collecting data for three years with results over that time being remarkably

consistent.

One interesting piece of information that came to light from recording of water

temperature through last summer. With very low water levels last summer, resulting

from no functioning beaver dams, one would think that the water temperature would

be higher than the year before that saw considerably higher water levels. Water

temperatures last summer were actually lower than the year before. Why would this

be? Our deduction leads us to the fact that our lake is spring fed, meaning that with

less volume, the springs had more impact on temperature.

As data collection continues to be important, our association working with

others is advocating for a province wide volunteer monitoring program with standard

training and protocols, as well as a user friendly accessible data base for lake data.

Keeping a check on water quality is and will continue to be the reason to be for

our lake association.
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Adopt-a-Highway - Notice of Event

Mark Saturday May 25 2013 as the date for the Annual LGHPI Adopt-a-

Highway clean up. Start time is 9:00 a.m. either from the Family Campground on

Route 636 or at the CE Community Centre on Route 635.

Luke Kelly, Emily Haswell and Lynne Horsnell will commence planning the

Round-up Social Event to be held at Mick Mack Trailer Park Club house immediately

following the clean-up activities.

The previous years have proven very successful. The more volunteers the more

fun we have! ! ! and the quicker the task is completed! All ages are encouraged to join

us.

We look forward to starting off the 2013 Summer Season with this worthwhile

event --- As folks who love our Lake George it is our responsibility to protect and

preserve ‘Our Lake George’ .

Water Quality Report

The Water Quality Committee has moved forward from the Annual Meeting of

July 2012 and has focused on the mandate presented by the membership to continue

to study the development of an outlet control, potentially a dam structure, with

respect to water levels in the lake. The basic initial discussion on this concept comes

from the Natech report (Lake George Hydrological Study dated March 7, 2012) and

this report is available for viewing on the LGHPI website at:

http://www.lakegeorgehpi.ca/news/natechhydrologicalstudy.

The review of the outlet control has been separated into five (5) principle review

areas and are presented in no specific order:

• Costs

• Permission to occupy

• EIA triggers involved

• Liability for LGHPI and its membership

• Permits required.

A walking review of the outlet area, from the Route 635 end towards the lake,

was carried out on November 18, 2012 and no beaver dams or other debris

obstructions to flow were observed. This is interesting in so much that the water

levels therefore are unobstructed by “dams” and it is presently the actual channel

characteristics that control the flow and lake water levels.

Another focus of the Water Quality team is the continuation of the water quality

monitoring that has been ongoing for two (2) years and to solicit additional volunteers

to either assist or share in the data collection responsibilities (thanks to Chris Blair for

all the effort to date). LGHPI currently works with the Harvey Lake, Davidson Lake,

and Yoho Lake Associations with respect to sharing instruments and data on an

informal basis. Also, we have recently learned of a larger initiative for data storage

cont' d on pg. 6
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from the lake associations in NB. The Canadian Rivers Institute at UNB has been

selected by NB Department of Environment to undertake this larger initiative. There

are meetings scheduled for later this winter to better understand what this means to

LGHPI and its membership. At present, we continue to collect and store our lake data

and again it is available on the website.

In order to compliment the water quality data, the Water Committee is

investigating collecting additional information that may affect the water quality in the

lake. The Committee has received approval of the Board of Directors of LGHPI to

purchase a continuous water level recorder and install it at a suitable location in the

spring/summer of 2013. This data will be tied to actual geodetic elevation data and

will allow water levels to be discussed in meaningful and reproducible terms rather

than the useful but difficult anecdotal references that we have to date (e.g. , “the big

rock in front of Johnny’s was half submerged”).

Further to this, a water balance calculation is fundamental to understanding

issues related to water levels and a good measurement of the metrological data is

necessary to complete this calculation. The available online metrological data is not

always accurate with respect to the microclimate at Lake George so the Water

Committee is looking into the costs and logistics for the potential acquisition of a

small metrological station for the area.

If you are interested in participating in the water quality monitoring, we are

looking into training and certification programs and would love to hear from you. The

training is not onerous, but it is necessary that the information be collected

accurately. Please contact the LGHPI Board member from your zone if you are

interested in learning more about this program.

Neighborhood Watch

Here is an update for the membership on the neighborhood watch program. A

steering committee has been formed and in December met with last years AGM

presenter Scott Jones to discuss the steps that need to be taken to develop our

program. Our plan now is to have a meeting in the spring with the membership, time

and date to be determined. We do need participation from our members in the form of

Block Captains. We would like to establish one or two block captains in each zone.

The block captain or captains will be responsible for one block of homes, or

similar designated territory, and he or she is expected to:

1 ) Hold neighborhood watch meetings as required by your community

2) Assist in welcoming new neighbors

3) Encourage neighborhood participation in the neighborhood watch program

4) Serve as a liasion between the watch members and area leader

5) Channel information from Police Services, Zone Leader or Steering committee to

the membership

6) Attend the neighborhood watch seminars or workshops which may be conducted

from time to time

7) Inform watch members of neighborhood watch techniques, such as how to observe

suspicious activity and what to observe.




